West Cost Australia-Mega Earthquake.
McKana, July 6, 2020

Before humanity know anything about the fault line running from the Red see all the way to Turkey
passing through the Olive garden, Jerusalem, this is what is written in the Bible 2,500 years ago, God
is Holy, perfect and all knowing.
Zechariah 14:4 (KJV)
And his feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the east,
and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof toward the east and toward the west, and there
shall be a very great valley; and half of the mountain shall remove toward the north, and half of it
toward the south.
This is also what the Lord showed me when He comes the second time-The land at the olive garden
splitting North to South.
The reason for posting this revelation is, helped by our sister Lisa B Ward, through her testimony in the
comment section, I realized that it is much, very much significant than I thought earlier.
Mega Earthquake in the west cost Australia.
(Revelations of June 18, 2020. ~2:30AM)
I see a very big earthquake west of Australia. It is on the map marked with a strong yellow color. This
is so big, it is the size of Australia west cost itself. Part of it on the land and part of it on the ocean,.
There has never ever been an earthquake like this. I though it is real and wondered this big an
earthquake? This is way much beyond the scale and beyond human imagination.
Few weeks ago I saw a big earthquake North of Japan. This earthquake North of Japan still on the
Faultline was big. Compared to the west Australia mega quake, the Earthquake North of Japan is
smaller. It is still big but smaller in comparison.
California, Australia and Japan, three highly populated regions of the world are resting on major fault
lines. The visions of the three rigions posted in this website now and in different times are the last
warnings for those who live in these regions.

Equally like California, West cost Australia and Norther Japan are strongly warned of big
Earthquakes.
Until sister Lisa pointed out in the comment section, I have no idea that west Australia has a fault line. I
just wrote what the Lord showed me.
Just like California’s San Andrea fault line, Australia has a fault line called Darling Fault which runs on
the west cost, 1500km long, North to South
Australia west cost Faultline, The Darling Fault
“The Darling Fault is one of the longest and most significant faults in Australia, extending for at least
1500 km in a North–South orientation near the west coast of southern Western Australia. It is a
major geological boundary separating the Archaean Yilgarn Craton in the east from the younger
Pinjarra Orogen and overlying Phanerozoic Perth Basin to the west.”

Repent! Repent! Repent!

